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The geomemc deformalion induced by (\1[0 equal blast loads on uppositt sides of a 
thin-walled square tube ",ill weaken the siruclure. This will improve i[s energy 
absorbrioll charanenstics compared to a gcomccrically "perfect" square tube of the 
same size by reducing me crush load when cOlnpressed i11 the axial direction. 
Different types of impcrfcnioll can be induced depending on the Sl?e of the blast 
loads. 
Consequent to the blast loads, high temperalures ""ill also be induced by adiabalic 
heating due to large plaslic deformalion and high scrain rate, h is expected tbt the 
matenal properties of the tube ",ill be affected in the reglOn of the imperfections. It 
IS anticipated that the temperature ",-ill haw a greater effect than the strain rate lrl 
mat the material properties of the tube in the region of the blast \l,ill soften (increase 
il1 tenperature causes yield scress to decrease while an increase in scra.Ln rate causcs 
yield scrcss to increase). 
This Investigation examines how blast-induced imperfeclions at opposite sides of a 
square tube affect the thin-wall stnlCrure and reduce its erush load when compressed 
ill tl:e axial direction i,e. its energy absorption characteristics. ,\ senes of 
experimcmal results and numerical simularions using the hydro-dynamic code; 
AutoDYt\, to characterisc the blast load, and fmite clement package; 
ABAQlIS/E;..p!lcii \15.5-6, to predict the respDrlse of the mild steel tubics, are 
reported, 
Blast imperfections are mduced m thc square tubcs on 0ppoSl[C sides \vith thc use of 
plastic explosive (PE4) , The e..'tplosive, in disc shape, is placed at mid length of mild 
steel square tubcs, of twO cross-sections S()XSOxL5rrull and 7Sx75x1.6mm. The blast 
loads provide the Impulse requlred to create geomctric changes and affcct thc 











'j 'hr",,,, g",omclric changcs occur in me mid-section of me rube, and arc classified as:-
• large indaslic deformation of me rube sides '.\>imom contacting each orner 
• latg", indastic d",formation of th", tube ~ides contacting and rebounding off ",ach 
oth",r 
• larg'" inda~tic ddormation of the tub", std",s with a disc-shap<;: fragment blO'o.vn out 
at the centre 
The tubes, with the blast-induced imperfections, are mereafter loaded in J..-;:ial 
direction, (IUasi-statically or dynamically. The,e re~ult, are wmpar",d to thos", 
obwln!:'d for ,quare tubes with no imperfeclions and circular holes with a view to 
mvestigate tlle effects of the geometric and lllat!:'nal propt'rty chang!:'s on the ",n",rg)' 
absorption characteristics of the tub<;,. Re~ults obtam",d ftom the quasi-static t",st, 
show that the mtroduction of th", blast-mduced imperfeclions docs not ch,mge the 
buckling mode of the tub<;, but reduces the crush force . Th", btlCklin;.; lllod",s obtaul",d 
from the dynamic t""t~ ar", ~imilar to th", qua~i-~t;Jl1C tests. 
For the numerical simulation. the bla,t load i~ charactcri~ed U,11lg the hydro-dynamlC 
code ·\utoDYK which allows the 11lteraclion of Euler and Lagrangian meshes and 
then modelled by means of a pressure pulse. The dynamic-explicit finite d!:'ment 
code; .-\R.-\QCS/f:.'1'£i,ii v6.'i-6 which mcoq)(,rates non-linear geometry, material 
effects such a, ,train rat'" ~"'n~ithrjt)' and t!:'mperature is u,ed to ~lmulate both the 
large indastic deformation and tealing mod", of th", squat", tube due to th", bla~t load~ 
and the buckling mrxle of the square tuhe due to the dynamic impact load . . \ half 
~ymm"'try model with Clghl noded brick hourglass control COntlllUlUll elements 
(C3DSR) and ,hell d",m",nt, (S4R) both \vith reduced 11ltegral1on is used. 
The predicted Lube responses to me localised hlast loadin;.;; lllJ..'{imum deflection of 
the tube ~id!:, and t",atlng ate compared to the cxpenmenui results High 
temperarures and severe delllent elongation~ dllt' to ",,,,IT high ~trJln In lo<.:ali~ed ar",;! 











Por the dynamic axial loading, the predicted tube response is compared for crushed 
~hape; number of lobe~ fo=ed ~nd crushed di~[ance. Thc force-dlsplacement dam 
obtained from the fimre element model is used [0 as5CS thc effects of the 
imperfewons on the energy absorption charaneristics of thc tuhe. 
The numerical prediction compare, weU v,.-:ith experimental data for both thc blast 
loading and thc dynamic J.."ialloading. 
ConduSlOns drawn are that the blast-induced imperfection,; r~duce the ctu,;h force 
hut do not changc the buckling mode. The geometry changes as a result of the blast-
mduced imperfectton~ have a grcater influence on the e ergy ahsoq:llion 
chanctertsttcs of thc tube than the changes 1ll material properties. The tubes v,.-:ith the 











For the dynamic axial loading, the predicted lUbe re;;ponse is compared for crushed 
shape, number of lobes fonned and crushed distance. Th~ forc~-displac~mwt data 
obtained from me flllite element model is used to a;;;;es the tff~cts of th~ 
imperfections on the energy absorption charactttl,tic;; of me tlIbc. 
The numerlcal prediction compare;; well wim expenmental data for born me bla;;t 
loading and the dynamic axial loading. 
Conclusions drawn are that me blast.-lllduced imperfectiom reduce the crmh force 
but do no! change me buckling mode. The f!;wmttry chanf!;ts as a result of the bla,t· 
induced imperfections haw a greattr mfluence on the energy ab;;orptlon 
characttristics of the Lube man the changes in material properties. The Lube, 'W1th the 
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'111£ potential for acciJcnr~ IS always on the rise with the ever-lncrtasing dtmand for 
mass rramport whemer by land, air or ~ea. The life changing injuries and damage to 
property reSlJlllg from mesc accidcms present huge f11laJlcul and emotional burdtn 
on SOelety. "-\ccording to Road Traft!c Management CorporationJ11, each day in the 
year 2003·2004, on avcragt 36 live> were lost, 20 people became pe=ancnrly 
dlsabltd and around 100 people wert scriou~ly injured on South ,\ftican toads. The 
2004 \,""arld Heald! Organization rc[X}rt[2l on road traffic inj'Lr)' prevention ~tares 
mat approximately 1.2million people arc killed and SOmillion people arc in) lered in 
road trafflc accidents tach year. Sotntists and englneets face tht escalating challenge 
of finding solutions to grearly lmprove the ability of vchicles to both prevtnt and 
reduce OCCllpant injmies in the event of accidents. 
Sigmiicam reductions in injuries and damage can be achieyed through the 
de"c!opment of better transportation structures. Lu and Yu[3] defllle the term 
rmdJlvorfhimJ· .. · a., "the quality response of a vehide when it l~ lnvolved In or undergoes 
an impact"_ For a be[ter cra~hworthine~s performance, me vehicle must expenence 
les~ damage and protect its occupants and coments by maintaining srructural i1ltegrity 
and absorbing the large amount of kinetic energy in a controllable and predictable 
Ina11ner or at a predetermined rate. Tn vehicles, components such as air hags, scat 
belts, crumple :lones, side impact Pw[ection, in[erior padding and head rests are 
crashwonhiness features. These feature~ mayor may not be present in a particular 
vehicle and mayor may 11m work eye11 if present. According to Technical Scr;·ices 
Forenslc Engineering[4], all of mese i[ems have been available since the early 1970's 












2 CHAI"ffiR 1 -INTRODUCTION 
Thin-walled extruded tubes in various shapes and sizes, however, have been widely 
used [or their energy absorption capabilities in the crashworthiness design of vehicles 
(cars, buses, trains, and aeroplanes) where the life of passengers is at risk in the event 
of a collision. In general. the extruded tubes can sustain high impact loads with large 
geometric defo=ations, strain hardening effects, strain-rate effects. tcmpcrarurc 
effects, and various interactions betv.een different dcfonnation modes such as 
bending and stretching. These structures convert the input kinetic energy Iflto strain 
entlgy by plastic defonnation. 
There have been numerous studies carried out in the area over the last few decades, 
for example Pugsley and .1\facaulay[S], .'Ilcxander[6], Abramowicz and Jones [7-9]. 
Under axial loading conditions, thin-walled mbulat structures exhibit an initial peak 
force which is much greater than the subscqu=t peak force. In crashworthiness 
siruations, this initial peak force is highly undesirable. The idea of using 111itiators to 
start the collapse process of these structures at a specific location with a reducoo 
irutial pcak force (ideal in crashworthincss simations) has been previously explored, 
for instance Thornton and Maggee[lO]. These irutiators also referred to as 
imperfections, ean be cither material or/and geometric modifications to the 
structure. Generally imperfections are thought of as slight deviation of the structmal 
geometry due to the manufacturing process. However for the purpose of this thesis, 
imperfections are defined as any deviation from the as rece1"lred condition of the 
tllhe~ including hole cut outs and blast-induced initiators. 
This thesis reports on the results of an experimental and numerical investigation into 
the dynamic axial response of extruded square tubes subjected to twO localisoo blast 
loads before an impact load. The localised blast loads are used to induce both 
geometric and material changes to the tubular structure with a vi.cw to weaken the 











CI'IMTER I I-:-ITRODUCTjO~ .1 
'l1,e ,quare tubcs uscd for thi~ thesis ate SOxj(Jxl.Smm and 7C;x7C;xl.6mm. The bla,t 
load diameter to tube widlll raUo 1S kcpt conSlant al 0.33 and D,S. The mas~ of the 
explo"ve is. howcver, varied to induce different geometnc imperfecnon~ (non-
touching domes, rebound dome~ and capplllg domes; .. Dcpcnding on tJ1C SC\Trity of 
the bla~( load, the material properties will bc affccted accordingly, The drop mas~ 
and drop height arc also varied lO produce different impact energies. The re~pon,e of 
tIle ~guare tube is describcJ by it~ deformation remlting from the bla,t load~ and It, 
folding mechani~ms as a re,ult of tIle axulload. 
The numencll analySIS is dividcd into t\V-o parts. Firstly, an lnye~tigilnon U,lng the 
hydro-dynamic codc AUloDYt\ w model the explo~ive lllteraction wlIJ1 a pL1nc 
slruclure, The results obmined from tJ1e AuwDY'-.J sllnulariom are (hen applied to 
the expliot dynanuc flllllC clemcm program; ,\R,-\QUS/E,pkdl v6.'i-6 to ~imulatc 
tJ1e large intlasric deformanon and tearing modc of tJ1C square rube due to mt blast 
ioad~. The buckling modc of thc ~quare tube due w tIle dynamlC Impact load" also 
modellcd using ,\RAQUS/J-::.xPJi'dl v6.S-6, The numerical predicriom are compilred 
"'':lm the experiment.ai reSlu.L-i. 
Thc purpose of this inyesnganon 1~ to a,cenain Lhc inilucnce of the blas( loads on 
the energy ab~orpnon charaelcristin of the mbe, 
The objectIves of this thesi~ are to' 
(a) primarily, perform cxperiment~ to a~~ess how tv,-o exphNve charge~ on 
oppo~i(e ~ide~ of a ,quare tube would affcct thc thin-wall struchlfe and reduce 
its crush load (in particular the iir~t peak ;rnd llle;rn erush load) whcn 
compre"ed In Lhe aXIal dircerion. 
~) perform numerical analy~i~ to modcllllC dynamic respomc of ~quare tubes to 











4 CHAPTER i-l"TRODUCTION 
(c) use the numerical model 'W--ith temperature dept'fldent material properties to 
att=pt to gain a better understanding of the blast load effects on the thin-
walled sttucture and tube crushing mechanics. 
(d) compare numerical model to experimental results. 
(c) numerically investigate the influence of material property changes and 
geometry changes on the energy absorption characteristics of the square tube. 
(f) draw conclwsions and rrcorrum;nuallons based on the fJnding~. 
This thesis report is based rm infrl!lnatiCJn li:f)1ll expeliment~ undcrt,lkcn at the Hust 
Impact and Survivability Research Unit (BISRU), University of Cape Town and some 
drop tests conducted at the In:pact Research Centre (IRq, University of Liverpool. 
The drop tests carried out at the IRe ",-ere done befOIC the drop tester facility at 
HISRU 'wa.s commissioned. \X'hilc these drop test, ate limited 111 drop mass 
(maximwn 210kg) higher impact velocities can be achievcd, 
While it is extremely important to obtain l11ll\:t'rial data rhrough extensi,e material 
testing at different strain rates and tCmpcr.itures using different available methods 
(hopkinson bar tesU;, tensile tests) the material data used for this rcport is litluteJ [0 
\:t'nsilt' testing at a quasi-statle rate at room temperature. 
The results obtained from the nwnerical simulations are compared with experiments 
by means of global deformed shape and measurcd crushed distance. Tht' force-
displacement data obtained from the numerical simulations ate used to investigate 
the performance of the dynamically loaded tubcs as instruments required to measure 
ttallsient experimental data could not be purchased due to co~t is~ucs. 
The results of an extensiye literature review that coyers the response of extruded 
rubes to arialloaJ~ and structures to blast loads and arc rcported in Chapters 2 and 3 
respectiyely. The experiffil.."1ltal procedures ate briefly described in Chapter 4 'W--ith the 











CHAPTER 1-b"TRODUCT10N 5 
failure modes glven ill Chapter 5_ An analysis of the expcnmental results WhlCh 
includes graphs and comparisons v,l.th other work is given in Chapter 6. Chaprer 7 
sets out the methods of finia: dement solutions. This included the steps taken to 
achieve a final working model and tIle justification for tIle modelling decisions. The 
results obtained ftom the n,--,mencal modcl arc presented and compared \\~th 
expenmental results in Clupter R }, paramernc ~rudy In the fonn of finite element 
simulations is discussed and analysed in Chapter 9. Conclusions are drn",m and 






















2.0 Literature Review on Tube Crushing 
1\ umcmlh1 illYC,tigatiOllS have been carneu OUL on rubes, loaded either qua,d-
qatically or dynamically in the axial ilircction and bending. The smdic, on axially 
impacted thill-walled section>' havl1lg \'ariom cro,s-sccuons bave been published 
over me yeats, for example circular, 'quare, hexagonal and octagonal Ref~[5 - 17], 
There have abo been "rudie, on oblique loading of "'luare alumimum tube:;, for 
instance f\()n;k "ul. [till and Reyes It aI.I19]. However, thi~ chapter ",ill only co\'er a 
literature sun;,,)' on the cru,hing of tubes, deall1lg mostly witl, ~qLlarc tube, loaded 
axially 
An ideal crash would be no era,h at all. Hut if one is going to crash one ",ill want dle 
bc,t ro",ible chance~ of oUrVl\aJ anu ,mrviving a crash is all about kinetic energy_ 
Tubular otructural member, can absorb large amounts of kinetic energy \vhen 
deformed under compre,'ilon in any ul1pact :;itu.ation~. Pug:;lcy anu ;\-iacauhiy]5] anu 
-\lexandct[o] plOneered the srudies on the l",r,a\lour of tlUll-walleu ,truClure, for 
tllClr abwrbing kinetic ener!,')' capabilillb. Si.nce Ihen, Ihere has been eominued 
1Jl[ere,t on me axial cru~r,ing l.",hanour of thin-walled Hrucmre, which were recently 
overdewed by Alghamili[20] anuJone,]21]. 
J:i.xten~ive expetimenlal and meoreucal sn,,:lle~ on tile aXIal wlbp'" of !llin-walled 
mbes of circular, s'luare or recrangular c!O»-secuons under smtic or dynamic loading 
condition, have been carried out to characten,e 1'l1e mode of collapse, the tl1umate 
peak force, Ihe mean force and the energy absorption, Rd,]5-9, 22-2Rl. \'(-'ilh Ihe 
demand for increa~ed safety, Ihe Opl11ll1,allOn of the energy absorption cr,anLctenstin 
of the:;e thin-walleu rubtllar struct\1!e~ r,as become !lIe focu., of ,ruille, for a number 
of years. Further :;wdies, Rd,]29-3.'i] show that a core of :;uch :;tu.die~ has been on 
the \lOe of geometrlc imperfections in the wbe:; to uecrca,e !lIe lu.tlmate buckling 











8 CHAPTER 2 - LITERA TIJRE REVIEW 0'" TUBE CRUSHING 
The recorded responses of these structural elements hu\'c been compared with the 
responses predicted analytically and numencally. Rcvic\vs of the work conducted in 
this field have been published by many researchers, fot example Ref8[35-37]. Other 
studies to optimise the cross-section of these thin-walled structures to absorb kinetic 
energy effectively have also been nwncrically carried out, for instance Refs [38-421. 
The literature review carried for this section is divided into three main sections: 
• Experimcnr.J Studies 
• Theoretical analysis 
• Computational prcJic tiom 
2.1 Experimental studies 
2.1.1 Modes of buckling 
Thin-walled square and cylindrical tubes loaded axially may fail in a number of 
distinct collapse modes. These modes of collapse are influenced by the tube material, 
rube length, cross-sectional dimensions and wall thickness and, can be classified as: 
1. Euler buckling 
11. Progressive buckling 











ClIAPltR 2 - LIJ'tRATtJIU, ReSltW ON TUlJt CRUSIIiNG 9 
2.1.1.1 Euler buckling 
In ille Euler buckling mode, Ihe tube bends in ille same way as a strut under ~"i~l 
loading. lis the rube begim to collap~e, a plasric hinge mechanism develops at a point 
n the rube which cau~e~ the tube to buckle ~Ucll that It fold~ orer on itself. The 
longirudinal axe~ On cilher ~idc of the 11inge are thu\ no longer paralleL ,-\n example 
of Euler buckling is shown in Figure 2.1(a). 
Figu," 2.1: T~pi<al exampl< of (he Eul,," b~ekling mode and ..."uUant nial lo~d.di'plaC<JII.n( curve or a 
(hin-w~ll.d 'qua..., tub'IUj 
A typical load-dhplacement curve of a ~'luare tube which has failed in the Euler 
buckling mode is sho\V1l in Figurc 2.1(b). In Ibis particular instance, illC tube is madc 
from aluminium and i~ 639mm long, 80mm \\~de and ha~ a wall thickne~~ of 4,5mm. 
lhese figurcs equate LO a lengill-width ratio of 8 and illickness-wldill t>l.!lO of 0.06. 
The proportion of the tube material abwrbing energy througll pla~tic work is 
relatively small compared \",ilh the total rube length. The inirial peak in Ihe force-
di~pla<.:ement curve l~ followcd by a drop to a low and relatively const.anr force level 
This low energy characterisric thus make;; the Euler bU<.:kling mode a non-de~irable 
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2.1.1.2 Progressi'1.'e buckling 
\Vhen a thin-wailed tubular ,tIllCLurC i~ subjected to an axial comptes~ive load which 
exce~d~ the yield strength ot me material it, 100lCl capaLity decreases si&rtuficJmly. In 
illC ca<c ot ptogl:c"ive buckling, the load carrymg ability of the tube dccreilse, to a 
minimum il1lJ then incrcaiic, again anti hcgin< to oscillate about a m~an buckling 
force tll~rcaftcr_ figure 2.2 shO\vs the load-deflection curve for the progreiisivc 
buckling phenomenon of a chin-walled '(juare tube WblCh exhibit, a repeated pattern 
after teaching the fir,t peak. 'l'h~ iirst ptak currci;lx)ncis with illC i(")ffilation of pla,tic 
hinges in the ~tn.J.CLurc. The walls of Ihc tube fold around and extend at the hinges. 
One layer of folds occur, at a time and unce tile iir~t laycr is completely lonncd the 
next bycr hcgm,. The ,uhsc'lucnt repeated peak> reprt,ent sub,t\lUent plawc 
hinge" Each pair of ptab in fi!-,'Ure 2.2 io aowClateu with thc dc\elopment of a 
-wt1nkl ~ or buckle sh,)\'.m m I'ig'Lrc 2.3. Lsually me deYCiupment of theoe wtil1kl~, 
Start at une end of the mbe. then ptu;.,>te"e~ ,e(luentially ~llung thc length of the luhc. 
The phplcal crumpling ha, bem described exten5ively by JoncsI4-t1. amongst Odlc[<, 
'" -t--;; e:---~~--'--:-:-:-::-:'-:-~-+ 




figure 1.2: T }'pi •• l enmple oUke progr<"iH buckling modo .nd ro.ultom o~iallood-di,plo<om.nl 
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Figure 2.3; T}"piral e,"m pie, of progressi'-. bucklin~ mod. [441 
Different modes of progressive buckling mode 
When thin-walkd cylindrical and ~qLLare ruhes buckle in the progre~~ive buckling 
mode, they buckle forming a number of different lobe shape~ or deformallOn modes. 
These different buckling mode~ all have the same oscillatory load displacement 
curves. However, their rcsp cllvc mean crushing loads differ from mode to mode. 
:'-lonethdess, this is an energy absorbing efficient mode of collapse because most of 
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Deformation modes ill cylindrical tube.1 
Progressive buckling of thin-walled cylindrical tube results in cichex axi-symmenic 
(Concertina mod,,) or 1l0lHL"1-symmctric (Dumond mode) mode; of collapserfll as 
shown in Figure 2.4. 
In this mode, the pla~tic hilJgt,~ form around the circumference of Ih" t.ube at 
the top a"i-~ymmetricall}' 'j he tube deforms to foon sequencial folding in r.ing 
shaped lobes along me lcngch of the rube. 
II. D/(/mond Mod. 
Tn this failure mod", the tube buddes progressively by fOmling 0equenrial 
folds accompanying a change in tIle cto00-~ecti0n ~lupe of the t.ube. Diamond 
shaped seccio!ls around the orcumfcrcncc of the rube \vith different number 
oflobcs arc obtained. 
Fi~n. 2.4: Pro!:,"."i .. hue.lin:;: in thin_" .n.d qIiIldri,"1 tub .. 
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Deformation modes in square tubes 
.\branlo\v-1o: and )on<:s[7] id<:ntifi<:d four distinct progr<:~~iv<: buckling modes of 
failure for thin-walled square tubes, namely symmetric, asymmemc ll1D;ccd collaps<: 
mode~ A and B, and an <:xren8ional collap8t mode of failure. The~t mod<:s of 
collapse are shown in Fig,erc 2.5. 
I. Symm#ri( mod~ 
This mode de8cribe8 thr<:e g<:ometric folding mtchani8m~ all "\,~th ld<:ntical 
crushing loads and encrgy absoqll:ion charactcristics_ The first and subscqu<:nt 
individual lobes which develop possess similar characteristics. 
a. Two opposite lobes mO\T oU[I.vards while thc remaining two lobc~ 
mov<: in\\~"rd8 in on<: layer. 
b. Thrcc lobcs mO\T inv"ards and one outwards in onc laycr. 
c. All fmer Individual lobes in one laycr move inwards 
II. AJ)'mmettir mi';rd co/Japs, mode A 
Tn this modc of failurc, thc tubc collapses with a combinal1on of symmenic 
layers (a~ de~cribed above) and layers ,\,~th three individual lobe~ deforming 
ou"vards and onc inwards_ 
m. Ar)'mm~tn'c mi-ad ,"()J/apfC mod~ B 
in this nlo,.:\e of failure, the mbe crushes ",,~rh a combination of symmetric 
laycrs (as dcscribed abo\'e) and layers \vith two adjacent lobes deforming 
outwards v,~th the other twO adjaccnt lobcs dcfnrmlllg Inwards_ 
It'. Extensional mode 
In this mode of collapse all four lobes deform oU[I.vards. 
ri~"ro 2.~: Pm~ro"in bu<klin~ in Ihin_wall«l 'qua" lub .. 
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2.1.13 Dvnamic plastic buckling 
In the case of dynamic progressiye buckling of thin-walled tubes subjected to axial 
loads, the impact loads are applied suffi6ently slowly so that neithcr axial nor lateral 
inertia cffccrs hayc a significant effect on the buckling process. The load duration is 
much longer than the transit time of an elastic stress wayc which propagates along 
the tube. Consequently, the tube is unable to ~LLpport a mean dynamic axial load 
greater than the static yalue when ignoring the m"luence of material starn rate 
sensitidty. ' \8 a result, thc deformed profile of thc tube is similar for both static 
buckling and dynamic progressive buckling. 
If a thin-walled tube is subjened to a sufficiently severe dynamic axial load then 
structural incrtia effects will produce the phenomenon of dynamic plastic buckling. 
In this case, the defonned shape of thc tube as sho'W"Il in Figure 2.6 may be quite 
different from the dynamic progressive buckling for an axmlly loaded thin-v,,-alled 
cylindrical tube. The tube is wrinkled over the entire length when buckled 
dynamically in contrast to the dynamic progreSSlvc case with wrinkling confined to 
one end. 
Figur. 2.6: Dyumic p1.,tic bQck.lin~ 
"~rm3n.u profil. of an oluminium oyliodricallQb. 'Qbj~ctod 10 u ui"l I"ad 1441. 
In the case of dynamic plastic buckling, the load duration is comparable to the transit 
time of an elastic wa,;c travelling along the length of the tube. The influence of lateral 
inertia forccs is considerable and favours the development of lateral displacement of 
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2.1.2 The effects of the geometry of the tube 
Tbe mode in which thin-walled strunure~ [ail depends strongly on me axial impact 
velocity ami the geomelry o[ me rube. 
2.1.2.1 Influence of tube length on collapse mode 
Andrcws et al. [25]tnvestigaKd the lllfiucncc of me rube length un the collapse mude~ 
of cylindrical hlbe~ ~ubleetcd 1O slarie axial load. These expemnental re ~ ulls are 
shu",m in Figure 2.7. They indicate that Euler budJing 1~ more likely 1O occur 11l 
rubes with Jarl';c length to mteroal diamCler, (L/2R) , and mickness to tn(ernal 
d' "J 'R' ' lallleter, \r i _ j, raun,. 
, 
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Experimental results: '1: o, eral1 buckling. 0: concertina. O. concertina 
+ 2·1000 diamond. 0 : concertina + 3-lobe diamond. Ell: concertina + 2-lobe 
and 3-10be diamond. (8l: 3-lobe diamond. $: concertina (a'i-
'ymmetric) crushing. oS-: 2"lobe diamond crushing. +: crushing and tilting 
of tubc axis. 
h gun 2. 7: Cl.,,;fiC",ion cba rt ror "olbpsc mod .. of Ihin-w.U¢d .luminiu m a nO}' cyli ndrioal tub~, 
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Korncck rJOlstuJicu the effect of the original mix dimensi()n~ on the collapse mode 
of ,quare rubes loaded axially. '1111:' r",~ulr, ,how a similar lrend to lha[ of Amlrews et 
aL[ZSl. Tubes "nh large length to width, (L/e), and thid,",,,,,, to width, (I T/q, ratios 
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ri~ur< 2.S: CI."ifi .. tion chart for <01l.1''" mOO" or t~in-,..all.d mild ,toel 'quae< tub ... ubj<et<d tu 
,(ali< uial loadsl30J . 
.. \ long thm-walled lube may suffer an oyerall (or global) in,tahility, whicll is an 
inefflCielJt mod", of d",forrnation for an llnpact energy absorbing sF[em . 
.. \bramo'..vlC7. and JOllcsr4S1 SlLLJicd the role of tile geometry of thil1-wall~d tube, 
loaJed axially batb ,tatically and dynamically on th ", transition from lllclastic global 
bucklmg (Euler buckling mrxlc) to progressive buckling. S<.jllare and cylindncal thin-
walled mild steel hlb"", ,,,~th a ran~ of cro~~ section~ aml lengths sui/1ciellt to 
encompass both progresslvc buclJing and overall buckling- were u;;",d, '111'" 
Jelonnation maps for the sqllare and cyliJ)drical tub<:s cru;;l,,,,d statically and 
dynamically are illuslrateJ in Figure 2,9 and Figure 2.10. Th", tub<: l"'ngth whicll 
marked th", tfan;;ition hct\veell progressive buckhng and global bending was larger 
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The transition bet\vcen progre~siye buckling and global bending was more disn'lCr 
for static loading of square rubes than for dynamic impact load~ _ Two distinct 
collap,c modes of progressive buckling and global buckling were observed when the 
tubes were loaded statically. Howev-er, three modes of collapse we!e observed when 
loaded dynamicilly. The tube would either bend ",,1:thout deq:loping a single plastic 
lobe (Euler buckling mode) or collapse progressively (progre,sive buckling mode) or 
bend after developing one or motc plastic lobes (transition). 
There was a significaJJt rIDge of tube lengths in which the inertia forces promoted 
progressive crushing and inhibit global buckling. ~evC!theless, after a certain lap,e of 
time, the influence of the restraining lateral inertia effects decreased sufficiently for 
the rube to buckle globally. 'J:nus, the global behaviour of thin-walled tubes was a 
complex interplay between lateral inertia effects, the a.,ial forcc (which varies 
throughout thc response) and any change in bending moments produccd by global 
geomctry changcs[2t I. 
Recently, ~eyeral authors have c..'Plorcd further the transition between dynamic 
progressive buckling and global bending of thin-walled tubes. Some c..'pcrimental 
dam on circular and ~quare stamle~~ steel tubes impacted axially werc prescntcd in 
Hsu and JOIlcs[46J together \Vith thc corresponding dynamic material properties. The 
critical transition lengths ,vere higher than for mild steel rubcs which reflcct the 
higher YIeld and ultimate tcnsile stresses of the stainless steel. Further experimental 
data on alumini= alloy 6061 T6 circular cylinchCilI rubes were reported in Hsu and 
JOIlcs[47J for impact velocitics up to 72m/~. 
Dynamic plastic buckling initiated in the~e relatively thick tubes for impact velocities 
betwcen 20 and 29m/s compared favourably \Vitb the value of 25m/ s predicted in 
Vaughan, cited by [48J. Longer tubcs tended to bend globally ,'lIth a higher mode 
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H:;u and Joneo[491 further m\'c~tigated rlIe mflucnce of ma(£nal properties :;uch a:; 
~tra1:rl rat.:: ~ensitivity and scrain hardening, on the mode cransitions bet\vecn 
progressive buckling and global bending. It wa:; found tl1at d1e stainleo, steel rubcs 
abwrb the most energy, but wCrC tl1C least efflGcnt for hOtl1 qua~i-:;tati<.- and impan 
load:;. 
Karagtozova and "","Ins l5UJ conducted ClI.--pctlments on me cran:;irion to a global 
collapse mode of alUffilnlum alloy circubr tubes having a omgle 2Rj H value and a 
range oflength o, and axiallmpan vdcKities up to 11 m/s_ It was ob~en-ed that d1e 
n-ansition occurred up to a length double t11c corresponding static value. Thc critical 
buckling knglll, which marked the tramirion between progressive and global 
buckling of aluminium alloy cirnLlar tubes, wa, :;If-,>nificantly mfluenced by the axial 
lmpact vdoci I)'. 
Jen~cn d aLI43J studied the cransition bet\vecn progre%lYe and global bm'klil1g of 
axially loaded aluminium ext1l.lsion:; m allov 6060 '1'6 by 'luasi-static and dynal1lK 
tests. In their seneo of teots Jen:;en d ,,/.[43] vlined the local (",idth/thickl1eo:; ratio, 
C/H = 17.78--40) and global ~cngtl1/widrll ratio, L/C = 5-24) dcndcI1less of tl1C 
extruded mcmbers and the llllpact vdociry. In the qUlisi-static tcsts and tcst:; rlIat had 
implict vdoclty of 13 m/~, me cdrical global slenderness, rct'erred to as me 
slel1derneos whcre direct global huckling or a rransition from progre~si\'c to global 
bucklil1g occurs, wa, found to be an increasing function of the local slenderness. In 
conrrast, tl1C crirical global slenderness was a deneasing function of the local 
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2.1.2.2 EITect of thickness/width ratio 
KIm d a/.[S 1J comlucted a series 0[" experiment~ tv lnve~tigarc Ihe impact absorption 
cnc!lIc, of extruded aluminitlIn s'luare tubes_ The JytlJffi1C compression tests w~r~ 
cOndtlcted on three different extruded aluminium rube spedrIlt'ns of thicknessc~ 1 .'i, 
2.0 and 3.0mm at JiIIcrent strain rates. The si~e of the plastic folds and the ~li5tance 
bet\veen the folds tended to be non-wuform WlIl1 lllcreasing strain rate. However, 
tIle number ami ,hape or plaslic folds was constant and stable. The results of lhe 
J;marruc compression test on extnlded tube of varylrlg thickness at the same stram 
rate showed that the overall area of pla>l.ic folds decreased as me t:h:cknns increased. 
\~ymmetnc folding moues were fODlled in miJ1ner tub~s. while a symmetnc folJing 
mode occurred in the thicker tubes. The number of plaslic folds decreased as the 
tllickness of tIle extnK1cd lube mC!ea,ed causing oyerall bendin)1; of the mbc 
Fmmer studies by .Kim and T ,ee[521 on extrmlcJ aluminium mbes of different shape 
and ,.idth/thickness. (e/II) ralio ,howed lhat as}'lll1necric folds w~re fortned mainly 
in Ille recrangular mbe specimens. as illuw'ated in l'ib'Ute 2.11, w_"lereas s),nunetric 
folds were fOnTIed in tIle urcular lubes. However, S)'lll1nt,rric folds were fonned 1!l 
Ille recl>lllgular specimens with ulctea0n)1; \l,1dth/tllickne~s ralio and asymmecric 
fold~ wer~ fi)tll",d In the circular lubes wilh Jccreasing Jiameter/iliicknes~ ratio. 
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2.1.3 Effect of material properties 
Cupta[53] reported on expt:runmt;; on horh a~-received and annealed tubes of 
alumiruum and mild steel and ~howed thai rhe progressive collapse modt \lia~ 
concertlna, diamond, or mixed depending on meir stare of work hardErung, 
subsequent annealing process and me geometry of me tube. For ruhe~ of 
diameter/ thickness ratio~ bet'J.'een 10 and 40, lt "''a~ found mat a highly cold worhd, 
as received, aluminium tube deformed In diamond mode and when annealed, ir 
deformed in a nng mode_ Howt'\'er, a~-rectlved ~traln-hardened steel rubes deformed 
in conctrtina mod~ and on annealing, deformed in diamond mode, a~ sho","" ill 
Figure 2.12. This behaviour was exactly opposire to mar of aluminium rubes. 
Fijl:uro 2.12 : Ucformed .hape of the 52.6mm diameter 'teel 1l1be in (a) auncalcd; aud (b) as-rc«i,..d 
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2.1.4 Geometric imperfections 
,\.s mcnnoned :fi ,euion 2.1.1.::', when a tube fails under progressive buckling, the 
initial peak force is much greater than the subsequent peak (see Figure 2.3). In many 
instances, these tubes are used to absorb energy in cars and the high force peaks lead 
to hillh acceleration on the vehlde occupants during an accident/impacT event. As a 
re~lllt, an ideal energy absorbing device, for most cases, should cause a wllfonn 
deceleration during the entire stroke. 'Ibis ideal strucntte would, in other 'words, 
absorb the energy at a constant rate, thus deforming at a constant force throughout 
the buckling process. A tube which defonns under progressi~'e buckling with an 
initial peak force equal to the subse'luent peak forces would then result in an ideal 
energy absorbing device which has a linear energy versus displacement ~urye. 
Thornton and ;\fagee[lOJ showed that collapse initiators, also called triggers, stress 
concentrators, or imperfections, can be used to:-
• initiate a specific all:ial collapse mode; 
• stabilise the collapse process; and 
• for axial crush response, reduce the peak load magnitude or optimise specific 
crush characteristic. 
The use of initiators also sets the start of the collapse process at a specific location 
on the specimen. 'Ihese initiators can be either material or geometric modifications 
to the structure. Examples of material modification initiators are locally annealed 
regions generated by concentrated heating, or the heat-affected zone generated by a 
weld. Types of geometric initiators include naturally-fonned and mechanically-
induced modiftcations, strucrural additions or deletions on the component and, for 
composite components, special end configurations and inserts. The initiators based 
on geometric modification of the component ha,e the adyantages of being visually 
detectable and controllable by dimension adjus=em. The naturally-fonned initiators 
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2.1.4.1 Pre-buckle 
Lang~tth d of. [54J perfolTIleJ a number of e.-.;perun",nts on pre-buckled tllin-walled 
SOmm square alum.inium lubes of wall dlickness ral1ging fmm 1.Smm ro 2.5mm. Tr 
was found dut me number of lob<:s formed 111 the tube;: ,vith different material 
propcrnes differed beeame of the hardenmg pmperne~ of the material. The Ihinncr 
Lubcs defonned in a combination of ;:vnUllclric aIld asymmecric modes \vhile the 
thicker rubes (,vidth/wall (C/ll; thickness ratio of 32) deformed m the symmetnc 
mode only. This is consistent with work rep01ted by Jonc~[44l 
\\'hen crushing pre-bU<.,kl",d tubes, impo;:cd by applying a pre-load to dle rube quasi· 
srarically, Langs"'tll d a!.r54j found mat me magnirude of the il1inal p",ak fOf<.'e to 
nush the tube was reduced. COIl,'",rsdy, tlle total axial defolTnation wa;: mcreased 
comparcd to an initially straight tube. It was alw found tiU[ me initial peak force 
could be controlled by varymg the amplimde of tile pre-bllck1e. ,\iroldi and 
janszen[55J adopted a tnggeril1g mcchanism that pre· buckle the ,-,rash tube used a~ 
al1 ",netg)' ab~orblflg deVlCe to eliminate the imrial peak force m thc de~ign of a 
lal1dil1g gcar. 
In mal1y actul!l situation~ where the lubeS are used as eneqq absorbers, the force may 
be applied obliquely to me rube. As a r",sult, thc tubc may buekle in tile Elller mode 
rather than tIl'" progre;:~ivc lmckling mode. It has been found tllat by including a prc-
dent or geometric imperfection m the tubc~, the SlruClnreS are forced to follow the 
shap", of the unperfections \vben loaded axially[56ll-lenee, a lube can be forced to 
deform in a panicular mode of failure by includil1g g",om"'trk impetfccnon:' m the 
lubular structure eyen if the geometry of the lubc would normally cause it to deform 
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2.1.4.2 Sharp corner indentations 
Corner cutouts atc commonly used mechanically-induced lDlpcrfections for squate 
tubes. ;\bah d (1/.[57] had employed cut-outs to initiate collapse and reduce the peak 
load. SchriCVCI and Helling [cited in 19J conducted a scries of rests on squate tubes 
with shatp dents along the cornets of the tube at different distances apart. The dents 
were characterised by their depth and included angk. 
The ideal distance betv.cen the dents along the length of the tubes was found to be 
half the natuml wavelength of the tube and the peak force was reduced by 
appro)(imateiy 17% and the mean crushing force decreased by 10%. 'me geometric 
efficiency increased by 7% compared to the total energy absorbed by an un-dented 
structme over the entire stroke. If the imperfections were placed closer together 
along tl1e lengtl1 of tl1C tube the stability of the collapse mode was lost. 
Ir was also found that while un-dented tubes tended to fail in the Euler buckling 
mode when the force was applied at an angle of up to 5.50 to the longitudinal axis of 
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2.1.4.3 Parallel indentations in the side of the tubes 
Sharp dents 
Komcckj301 srudicd the effect of side dents on the crumpling characteristics of thc 
rubes. ,\ 90" angle indent~r was used to ct~at~ th~ one ut two d~nts opposing each 
uther un buth sides of mild slecl square rubes. Figure 2.13 shows the iinal dcfonn~d 
shape of dynamically loaded pre-dented square tubes. 
Figu r< 2.13 : Sy",rnetric deii,rrnatio" of dynamic all)' loaded pre-donted square specimen' 
- Dent depth incroa ... from len 10 righl 1301 
,:\s expen~d, th~ pte-denied rube cnunplcd with a decreased initial peak load. This 
pre-dent, hmYITet, did appear to affect the uthet buckhng characteristlcS of the tube 
significantly. The tubes stabilised into the nonnal progressive mode when the third 
lube was fonned. Further tCStS were performcd to investigate the etTen of the depth 
of the side dent un the initial peak force. Consequently, an optimlun dem depth ,,'as 
approximatcd as the depth at which the inirial peak force is e'luai to the third peak 
load in magnitude assummg that the third peak force cmLld be used as the average 
magnirude of the high peak load, Figure 2.14 shows this relationship for SOmm 
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Dynamic tests on similarly prt;;parcd specimens, using a drop hammer v.':ith a 
maximum trolley mass of 58.6kg and a maximum height of 4.Sm, sho,v-cd that the 
folding geometry remained unchanged ",ith an increase strain rate. The mean 
collapse load, how\.. ... 'er, increased. 
Cylindrical dents 
Marshall and Nurick[33, 34J studied the effect of cylindrical skk dents of diameter 
ranging from 2mm to J.Omm on the progressive buckling of thin-\-...Ucd square tubes. 
The results of the parallel cylindrical indentations on the ultimate buckling load of 
the tubes illustrated In Figure 2.15 showed that the ultimate buckling load decreases 
",~th mcreasing severity of the indentation. The mean crushing load and the ultimate 
buckling load were tmaffected by the depth and size of the indent. Nonetheless, the 
dents affected the shape of the first lobe during the collapse process. An increase in 
the depth of the indentations resulted in an increase in the size of the first lobe. If 
the dent was sufficiendy large so that the opposite sides of the tube touched, a very 
large first lobe was created and the tube bent over. Tubes indented using a 50mm 
diameter cylinder and crushed quasi-statically arc shov"n in Figure 2.16. These 
specimens demonstrate the increase in si?e of the frrs! lobe ",~th an increase in the 
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Figuro 2.15 : Tho offect of nppn,in~ pa,-~lId indentation. and oppo'in~ di,hod indentation, on the 
ultimate bu<klina load l34J 
27 
l1iaure 2.16 : Qu",i-stali •• lly <ru,bod sqKa," tub'" with nppo,in~ par .. II,1 cylindri<al indtntatinn, l34 J 
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Dished il/del/tations 
~1arshall Jnd 1\ U1ick[33, 34J also invcstigated thc cffect of dishcd indentations on the 
progressiye bucklmg of square tubcs. Thc dishcd Uldentation" produccd USIng a 
heml~pherical uldcmcr, were deq)cr .u, the centl-e thJn at thc comcr of thc tubc. The 
rcsults of thc dq)th of the indentJtion, at thc comer of thc D.1OC on the ultimJte 
buckling load ate shown In Figurc 2.17. The effect of the dished Indentations on [he 
ultimate buckling load ",IS less than that of parallel Indentations. Howc'-er, :{ ,imibr 
but more exaggeratcd trcnd than [hat of indcntations fanned by cylindncal indenters 
\\"as obscn cd when the clished Uldented tube wa~ cru~hcd. The effect on thc stability 
of the symmetlic buckling i~ ShO\\11 1!l Figure 2.1il. The size of the iir~t lobe 
Increa,ed , .. 1111 an ulCrease in thc dq)th of the indenu\t1on. The oppo,lte walls of 111C 
Luhc mct when the first lobe \\1\S d<,,-eloped, thu, prcvcnting 111C full fo=ation of thc 
lobe. The effective strokc of thc Lube \\"as, therefore, ;:ignifi.cantly decteastd. 
~ 
Radius " ro indenter 
" 
~ 
! ~' rnm 
" ~ ' C15mm " • 1t1.25 mm 
" • • I ~pmnn • "'" ~ , 8 '13. 8 ~ OPhiI/h ~ , , ! 0 ~ , ... • • .' 
'" , ., , , , , , '" " " comer dent depth (mm) 
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G 3 
fig"", 2.1 S : Qu",i.,tatic.JJy collap"d 'quaro tube, ,,-itb oppo<in\l di'hod indont.tion, 13~1 
(The indent.llom wore induced with a henti'phorical indentor of r~dim I UUntm .nd the dopth of 
indentltion< in .... a." fro", l<ftto riglttJ 
Triggering dent 
29 
Lee d "t:13SI sludied me effeet of triggering delUs on me energy ab:;orption capacity 
of quasi-srarically compres;;ed aluminium rubes. The rubes were 50xSOmm in cro;;;;-
;;ection, 300mm in length and 2mm in ffiickness. Two rypes of dents, full·dent and 
half-dent as ,hown in 1'igure 2.19, were llltrOOuced at the foldlllg ~ite, pre-estimated 
by computer ;;imularions. The results showed dlar me first peak load decreased with 
the introduction of the dents. The half-der.ted specimens exhibited dle same number 
of plastic hinges as dle full-dented tubes. Howeyer, the crmhlIlg force required for 
the foonallon of each hinge wa;; lllcreased thercby lIlcrea;;ing energy ab;;orprion 
capability. W'hen the triggenng dents of the ~ame inter\"al were intmduced without 
comideration of the pcak location of the folding wavc, inhomogencous dcformation, 
together v .. ith overall bending occurred. 
'" 
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II • to .. 4j I 
I I I 
DiPaulu el a!. [58Jur,cd a .1oubk , ct of m~ch.ined full ".idth groo\'c~ of different depth 
in (JPPO~= ,wcwalis wiD. " crtical off>:ICt (~('(: f' igurc 2 .21) 10 delllonstt:ate' ,he' abIlity 
to restrict s~·mmc tric axial c~h 11100.1.:: rc~ponsc to a specific (.:nn rlf,'Utlt1(Jf) 
ri~ . Tf 2.21 : ~.",nm. 1 rio hi, I rruJh rt' II9 I\SC mo.1o--dll<ti!o rno~~l1i< .11,,~: • "at <r u>h Ip(-d m.n AOO 
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Sigalas ,t <1/.1591 madc use of chamfer-based ttifjger mechanl~m~ to study the enerh'!'-
absorbing capabilities of glass fibre/ epoxy compo~ite tubes Tube~ Wld1 external 
cbamfers tangmg from toe 1.0 90° wcrc crushcd to different cx,cms and the resulting 
mH.,rosr.ruCl.lLrCS were c.'Xamined microscoplCally. h was found that, for this matetlal, 
Ihc crushing proc{:ss was usually mitiated by locall.>t:l1ding of the dumfeted part~ of 
Ihe I.llN:S and by internal cracking. These evel1t~ gave nse to Ihe generation of 
wcdges of cru~bed mateml whicb were pu.shed 1.0 Ihe mside of Ihe I.ube wall. The 
strcsses generated at tl,e roor of Ihe wedge ga\T rise 1.0 latcral cracks, which caused 
small rings of malenal LO bc shcarcd off. This sequence of events domina1:ed the 
l1l1tial ~t".l.ges of lhe crushing process. At a uter smge, the mode of crmhmg dla11ged 
to One of frond-wedge-frond geomeny. 
\famalis er al.. rr,OI also reported on the crumpling of thin-walled gHloved tubes. 
'111ey examined PVC and steel tube~ \\~tl, hvo kil1d~ of gr{X1Ve pattenls; extenlal 
circurnfetemial gr{Xlye~ and internal iDaal grooves and rcponed On d1C nOn-
axisJTIlllletric diamond mode of deformation in bOlh cases. Collapse was iniLiated at 
the thil1ne~t ~ection of the Lube (grooyc) and spread along the various rings and 
groove~ . 
Other srudie~ tl,at mvesngate Ihe effecis of grOOYCS on the crashworthincss 
charancrisucs of dlin-walled tubes under axial compresslOn mclude Ihc work by 
TIossei.nipour and Danesh.i [37, 61 -631. A1l11Ular groove~ ,-,ut were inr.roduced 
alternately inside and outsidc me mks surfaces wim various distances, in <.Cyliwlrinl 
rubc to fo rce tl,e plaStiC deformation ro occur aL predeLermined intervals \vith the 
mms LO improY11lg the unifom-uty of the load-dlsplacement l.>t:hanour and predicting 
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Corrugated tubes 
Other physical modifications have been used to control specimen per/(-JDllilnCC 1ll 
both the initial and the secondary phases of axial crush. Types of these initiators-
controllers include: corrugations fonn~d in "square" tubular sections by Thornton 
and Dharan[64] and a serb of machined circumferential grooves in right circular 
cylindrical rubes by .Mamalis ~t aL [65]. 
Singace and El-Sobky[66] studied the energy absorl' llO!l cha!<1ctcri:mcs of corrugated 
aluminium and PVC tubes. Conugatiom were introduced in the tubt to force the 
plastic deformation to occur at predetermined intervals along the tuhe generator. The 
experiment~ were also perfonned to investigate the effect of heat treaanent, filling of 
the tube core with foom and corrugation on the tube performance as an energy 
absorption element. Straight rubes were used to provide a means of comparison. The 
corruga«:d rubes always defo=ed into the concertina mode irrespective of the heat 
treatment. Nevertheless, the heat treatment reduced the overall wave amplitude 
decreasing the difference between the highest (or the IO","'est) load and the mean load. 
Figure 2.22 shows the load-displacement behaviour for both annealed and non-
annealed co:rrugated rubes under al(ialload. Annealing the cotrugated tubes decreases 
the difference between the mean collapse load, a property that is favourable in an 
efficient energy absorption device. HO"We\--et, such action reduced the overall specific 
energy absorbed by the tubes. Filling the corrugatcd rube core \\-1th polymethane 
foam (density SOkgm·J) improved the amplitude of the mean load but does not 
change the overall behaviour. Crushing of co:rrugated tubes with different 
corrugat1on depths showed that tubes with shallower corrugations exhibited 
behaviour approaching that of the strnight tubes. Tubes with a corrugation depth to 
radius ratio of about 0.12 produced better load-defonnation response and unifonn 
collapse load . .A7;ial crushing of corrugated PVC tubes sho\wd similar properties to 
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I~''''' 1 ---------
ri~~ .. 2.22 : A typical load-displat tmtut tharRoteristic. of aluminium alloy <"n-u~.!.d luh .. 1661 
2.1.4.4 CirCillar cut-Dilts 
C llpta ~t aL [32, 671 carried out tests on alununium and mild steel rubes of different 
diameters, lengths and wall thicknesses. Cut-outS in the form of rnc.ilar holes, 
\>arying in diameter, number and position WeIe laterally drilled in the rubes. In rubes 
where the holes were located in parallel positions, deformation was initiated at the 
location of rhe holes at one of the planes. Toe tubes, wirh hole, in cross positions, 
deformed in such a way that the axi, of ,ymmetry of deformations was rotated by 
90°. The presence of rhe holes in the rubes was found to reduce the first peak load 
and alter the mode of collapse and, as a consequence, could be u,cd l() avoid Euler 
buckling when rebnvely long tubes were crushed. 
f\Ulllerous experinlental srudi"" on th", effen of Cut-OutS on ule peak load of a:ually 
compressed cylinders have been reported by Toda[29], Kormi ~I aL[31] and Gupu 
and GupUl.[321. The ultimate buckling load was found to be govemed by the 
parameter:-
" a= ,/Rl1 
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J jsted below jg a summary of the rCSll1lS of the expentnents on polyest<:r cylmdcrs 
obtained by Toda[291. 
u ~ 1.0 the cut out bad no appreciable effect 
1 J1 < a < 2.0 there was a ~harp dccrca~c in ultimate buckling load \\1th an 
increase in u 
a>2.0 there was a ~ma1l decrease in the ultimate buckling load v,.;th an 
increase in a 
Surko[56], Meng et aL[68] and Li ef al[69] used the fact that a ~quare tube can be 
approximated by four flat plates to analyse the crushing of mix of rectangular cross 
section. The von Karman principle was used to simplify the clastic plastic analysis of 
thin plates with a ccntrnlly positioned circular hole. 
Sutko[56J described the von Karman effective width as: 
b =L9HI'E , , \'1)", 
which means that if the diameter of the hole is smaller tlHn 
then the hole should have little or no eff<:ct on the b\H.:kling <.:haracr",ri0ti c~ of ille 
plate. 
Marshall[33, 34J perfo=ed experiments on sguare thin-walld tubes of width 50mm 
~nd wall thicknes~ 1.2mrn with twO hole~ driJled into the opposite faces of the rubes. 
·~-hc diameter of the holes "' .... as varied from 16mm to 38mm. Similar obsen'ations, to 
that of Gupta ef aL [32, 67] for cylindrical tubes, were identified. The square rubes 
staned to collapse at the hole with a decrease in the ultimate buekling load. For 
rubes, with cut-out diameters of less than 32mm, the mean and subsequent peak 
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Specimens ",,1.th holc.~ of weattr tl,a1l 32mm tore rarher rhan buckled progre~~i\'cly. 
The introdllCtio1l of the hole also affected rhe fonnalion 0[" rhe first lobe. An increase 
in the diameter of (he hoics caused a decrea~e in me size of the first lobe as 
illu~trated in Figure 2.2.1, Consequendy a decrease in me si?-e of tlle fir~t lobe cau~s 
instahilit), in me buckling mode a~ subse'-]uent lobes formed ~kew. 
figure 2.23 , Quo,i-St.tk.ll}' cru,hod squ'"< t. b., with t",O oppo,in~ hoI .. 1341 
(di~morer ofrhe halo, incroo,~, from ldt to ri~hl- it ~ppuu th~t th o ,i« ofth< fiut lob~ d« I'<~''''' "'it~ 
in<r.asin~ bol~ diometer until to ,"in~ orc. "'J 
Arnold and "",!hentofl7UJ also carned out Similar te~t~ On ~'-]uare rubes made Out of 
W(,l T4 and '1"6 aluminium alloy. They found rhar. rhc material propCrI1CS, speciflcally 
hardening capaCIty and ductility haw. a significant effect on (he collapse mode a1ld 
encrgy absorption, ,\ greater amount of energy ,,;as ab~nrhcd by the more ductile 
material. 
Cheng ,t aL[71] found (hat different geollleLrical cur-Out~, namely circular, elliplical 
and sloncd drrOllgh holes (major axi~ 7.14, 11l.72 a1ld 14.29mm with aspect ranos 1, 
1.33, 2.1l and 3.0), iniliated a ~plitl1ng and cUlling mode of deformation ["or s'-]uare 
AA6061-T6 lubcs (2(Xlmm in lcngm, 38,lmm 1n width and 3,ljmm thICk) rather 
than global bending_ The hole Cut-outs reduced the peak crush load and increased 
rhe total energy absorbed. For the 7.14mm cut-outs, the imperfections did 1lot affect 
the peak crmh load and rhe toral energy absorbcd. Gcomctrical intluencc was 
obscrved in cases whcrc the major axes of (he cut-outs 'were 10.72 and 14.29nun 
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2.1.4.5 Combined strnctural deformations 
Surko[56] petformed limited c:'Iperiments to smdy the effect of combined structural 
imperfections 00 the ultimate buckling load and collapse mode ofb.,,, columns 11", 
mild sted box columns specimt .. ns were constructed of four 14Umm sguatc side 
plate~ with length to rhicknes, t"J.tio of 88 with two ngid end plate"_ 'l1,c 
imperfections represented different po~~iblc mode> of initiallatcral deflection. The 
defotmation shapts wexe a pyramidal bulge ftom the comers ounvards to the centre 
of the ~ide, and an outward concertina ~haped bulge which re~embled the extensional 
mode of ptoErcssivc buckling. Each specimen was built with a central hole on each 
face. 
The geometricall)-pe:rfect box column "pecitncn w:cd a, a ua"oline buckled in the 
asymmetrical mode (oppo,ite sides folded in or out togedlet;, while dle partially 
damaged ,pcrunuJ5 buckled >),!l1lllI;tricall) "'1th curved fold~ n"ar the mid-plate. 
Dishing of the order of 5 15 plate thicknesses teduced the peak load by 
approximately 15 - 35%. The mean cmsh load was not significantly changed 
almough this aspect was no t compk[cly covered a~ me box columns were cru~hed co 
bet\veen 14% and S(l'}" of their otiginallength. The effect of the holes on the peak 
load wa~ minirllal 
Marshall[:l:l, 341 conducted a serie, of expenment, on square thln-\wlled tubes ""ith 
combined imperfections. TIle ul1perfections were induced by iirs[ drilling a hole and 
~ub,equenrl) l1ldenting the tube "'1th a hemispherical indenter positioned 
symmetrically above the hole. The combination of holes and dent, had a greater 
effect on the ultima[e buckling load than cimer hole, or indentation~ acting 
indivIdually. 'there ",.-a" howt'>-er, no significant difference in the mean buckling load. 
The effect of the combined imperfections with tespect to depth of the indentation at 
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Figure 2.24: The e[f«t ,,[tIN: dept~ "I" di.hed indentations [In ultimate hucklin~ load "['I"'cim •• ,,, ith 
"pl""in~ co01hi.,d imp<rl"«tio., 1341 
(diam<le r or hole 3201m, d,rth or i.dentatio", inn,a .. , ["rm left t" eight) 
SpeciJm:ns v,.ith Indcntations depth of 3.5-4mm and holes v,.1th diameters Increasing 
In Sl7.C from kfllO nghl arc shown in Fig'LrC 2.25. Tubc~ with ~mall holcs had a largc 
frr~l lobc while tubes with large holes had a ~maller first lobe. This indicalcd thal 
there is a large range of imperfcction dimen~1<.)tls that ac111CYC an adc'luatc first lobe 
si7.c for SLabic sytrunctric progrc~~iyc buckling. 
Figure 2.25, Th e ,rr""t orthe diam<ler or the hole, 'tn ultimate bucklin~ load of "I"'cim,n, with 
opVO.ing comb iRed imperfection. 1341 
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Specimens with 32mm holes and indentations increasing in depth from left to right 
are shown in Figure 2.26. For small dent depth (1.5mm) the first lobe in the 
specimen appeared to be smaller than the natura1 10be size. The fIrst lobe size was 
influenced more by the large hole than the small indentations, while the distance 
between the plastic hinges was dominated by the dent depth length. 
Flpre 1.26 ; The effect of the depth or dl.hed Indeutation, 00 ultimate buckling load ofl~dmon, with 
oPJlO.lJlg rOm blned imperf..,t;ono 1341 
(hoi. diameter: 31mm. deplb of Indentations inrreaKS from loft 10 rlgbt) 
2.1.4.6 Stiffened tubes 
Structural stiffening is frequendy used to increase the strength of a structure. In lhe. 
case of squate or cit\.:ular rubes, it is possible to induce a highly undesirable: mode of 
collapse (from an energy absorption viev.,?oint) if the geometry of the ruhe is 
ineorrect.;\ number of experimental Studies have been performed to obtain the axial 
collapse behaviour of stiffened structures, for instance Kormi eI ai.[72], and Jones et 
011.[73-75] . Common examples of stiffened tubes are the top-hat and double-hat 
sections which aIe widely used in the automotive industries. Numerous Studies on 
the static and dynamic axial crushing of the top-hat structures ha"<"e been reported in 
the literature, for example Refs [76-79J. White and Jones[76, 77] assessed the 
influence of sen:ral design and crashworthy parameters on the static collapse 
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expttimtnr",lly and lhcorclically. An incrcase in sizt of tht tX(tfnal flangt of tht rop-
ha( ,tcbon, (from 10 to 25nun) improycd (he collap,e ref,'Ularity for tht thin-walltd 
~ection~_ Thc lllcrcasc in flangc width al~o incrta~ed the mtan loads and axial 
displaccmcnt before insmbili ty occurred, 'lllC top-har scclions dcfo=ed in to a morc 
rC311lar progrts,I\-e bucklmg comparcd to the double-ha( secuons, Howevcr, the 
doublt-ha( ,ecbons collapscd wi(h a higher mcan load suggt,ting btntr capabihue~ 
to ab!;orb morc encrb')' providtd tht collapsc modc ,vas progressive buckling. Figure 
2.27 shows tht t}'f!lcal collapsc profilc for a spm-wclded top ha( sec tions, 
e, . ----.. .-..-- , I I 
o .., " " " "" '''' 
~'-r .... ) 
H2ure 2.27 : CoUap~ profil« ~nd load - de[orn,aljo" hi'lory of a ,pol-welded lop-hoI ,¢ctiou, after 
im pad I.-lin: a[ IOn''''''l Nj 
Lee dill. [801 comparcd ,hc crashworthiness of doublc-ha( shaped ~ection made from 
dissimilar =terial~ (aluminium and sred) using sdf-piercing rivet and adhcsiyc 
bonding m stcd sections joined by SPO( wtH Tht ,clf-picrcl1lg nvcr joincd scclions 
absorbed mort cncrgy ,han ,hc adhesiyc-bonded scction, '! h e specific entrgy 
absorbcd and the dcformtd length of tht di~~imilar ~cc1.ion mcmbcr wcrc highcr lhan 
that of ~tccL Thc mean crush load and ultimate peak load of the dis~mlilar scclion 
mcmbcr were abo lowcr lhan illC spo t. wdded s[ed sections. Conse,-!utntiy, Lee , t 
,,[[801 suggestcd that the ,elf-piercing m-er jOlnlng mcillOd could hc usc as a 
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2.1.4.7 Foam-fUZed tubes 
.. \nother form of ,lii1Cned tube~ is tilled tube" Tube, can he filled ",idl cellular 
,tructure, ,mch a~ honeycombs, wood and foam~ and used (or energy absorption 
deyices. The compre,Slon charaCI.CIi~lic, of dlese materials, be~ide~ thelt ma'>' 
efiicienC), '\w", thaI. they approach an kleal energy ab~orbeL i\ccording 1.0 Thornton 
and Dharan]64] and Gibwn and A~hby[81], the cdlubr matenals oiler a di~tinct 
plal.cau. of ahlloH constant ~ITe~, ill the unHlxlal eompre>'<;lon ,tIess-~ITain cm:ve up 
to nominal ~traln "alues of 70-80'~"o_ Figure 2.28 illustrate~ typical foam filled 
spcclIllem and mal.erial behaviour for alumimllIll n:tnuHon in uni-;L'.1al l.cn,ile and 
alumini'.lm foam jll uni-axial compte~,lCJn_ 
" " 
----------;-c-,-:"~'c_=::_::-, .. - " ,. 
,. 
" --
t"iiuro 2,28: 'fcst foam filled 'I'edmen l:~"metry & typical materi.1 beha>jour 182) 
The blend of tubuLu memben and cellular fillet mal.en"l combine~ the crushing 
energy of botl, t:ype~ of ,t:tucture, which ,e= 1.0 Ix efticient ",ith tl,e filler material 
providing enhancement, to the empty tuhe The comprc,>,ion of the filler material 
and jt~ inl.craelion with the ruoc lead to higher energy di~sipation provided the ruhe 
huckles progre~siHl)'. 
\.fany ~tudie~ hmT heen earned out 1.0 l1lYemgate the effects of different iiller, on 
the performance of enetb'Y ab~otp-rion ~y>l.=~_ The era~hwordune~s performance of 
a tubular str.1cture due to inclUSion of polyurciliane {,jam ha, been investigated. For 
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thin cirClllar metal rube~, whieh were filled with low density polyurethane foam. The 
presence of the filler material did not only 'stabih$e' the almost Jrregular buckling 
pattern of the empty cylinders, bur also unproved me energy absorpnon effioency. 
The mode of dcfonnation of the rube was found to change from irre311lar diamond 
crumpling to a.'l:i-symmeuic bellows folding due to the filler. 
'j oboy and Cuden[84] im-esngated the nrenh>thening effect of polystyrene foam 
filling in thin-walled alUminillIll cll:Cll1ar rubes. Thc polyslyrcne foam affeCled the 
defonnation mcxle. Empty rubes of different diameters; 16 and 25mm; deformed in 
diamond mode. foam filling changed the deformation mode to concel-hna in 2Smm 
diameter rube due to tlllckentng effect of foam fillmg. 
'jhotnton[8S] examined me collapse of foam-tilled tubular slIuerures of Jifferent 
cross-sections and concluded thal irrcspective of the cnhaneemcnl in the overall 
sLIengm of the struemre, dle foam is not weight-cffecti~T and, instead, using thickcr 
tube$ woehl be more energy cffiClcnL Lampmen and JCI),an[861 experimenUllly 
studied mc behaviour of foam and f0111ld dlat although the common mode of failure 
of foam-filled tubes was prof.,''fe$~iye collapse, (wer-dense tubes would tend to 
collapse in Euler m(hle. It \va$ concluded that foam plays a major role in the stability 
of deformation of tubeLlar SLIms. Reid M al.[87[ investigalcd the collapse of loam-
filled thln-\\~"lled metal tubes under quaSl-static and dynamic conditions. It was 
conciuded that thc tubing outer skin interacted widl dle deformation of dle foam and 
that, in the pre$ence of foam of proper dCllSll)'. vcry thin tubing lended LO collapse in 
a more axi-symmeuic mode of deformation. 'I11ey found that the mean crushing load 
and the collaps.e folJing length were dependent upon the foam denSlt)" Abramowicz 
and Wicrzbicki[88] and Ashby d ,,1.l89-91], in dleir inyestigations on foams and 
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T-'-,w-dcn;cit\; foam-like mews have been introduced into the COot alld weIght 
effective design of energy absorption ~ystems, accutdillg to Kun;:c d a!.r92l Santo,a 
and \V'ierzbicl..-1[93] found that filling prmnatic colullln~ Wll:h low-demity alumi..tlitl1ll 
foam :;ignifiulntly enhanced the 'l.fuciUIal bending strcngrn and that it w~s ~ better 
alternative LO lie dllckcning of !.he COlllll111 wall. Hanssen rf ,,/[82, 94-99J earned out 
guaSl-"Latic experimental in'Tstigations on aluJJl.lnilllJ1 fo~rn-filled 0'l\larc cxtrLL<;lOn~ 
and concluded that properly bonded foam prexluccs spcCliic energy higher than nO!l-
bonded foam-filled cxlru,iom. In addition to cxtcnsin experill1e11ml re:;ult:;, simple 
relations betv.'CCll p~nu:neten; whleh were likely to mflucncc !.he crushing bcha"iour 
of weh compositc structures, and design fo=ulas were presented. 
E,,~mple:; of fill~l deforml'd ~hapes in axial cru~hing of some square and circular 
extruslOn, arC ~hown in Figure 2,2~. The fo~rn filler \\"<L:; found to have ~igmficam 
effect on the defon:natioll hehavlour of the t.ubc~_ It. cau,ed !.he ,quare c..'Hrusions to 
develop more loGes and for a criLical foam filler density, the dcfo=ari011 beh~\-iout 
changed from dlamolld to concertina mode[9.'i, 961. 
Square 
Increasiflg foam density 
------ ---Circular ~ 
Fi~u," 2.29 : D.formation bthaviour of 'q "an uti circutar extru.,ioll' ., " fUllclio. of fon' finer 
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SciT.:.<bergcr d <11.11001 have ShOWl1 cxpcrimentally and l1umenolly, that filhng ~(JUare 
sted rubes \1.1.th aluminium foam may considerably improvc their mas~ eftldency 
\vi.th respen (0 the mean forc es, provided that the buckling modes of the tube~ 
remained progt"e~S1ve Santo~a and \'7iet7.b1Cki[101] used the tillite elemem method 
for numcneally studying filled rubc~ and also rcportcd on efficlency improvements of 
a..xially compressed square aluminimn rubes, which were filled ... vith honeycomb or 
foam. 
SelT.:.<bcrgcr ct aL[100, 102] carricd out quasi-stanc cxpcrimcnts on monombal (single 
tube) and birubal (two rubes \1.1.th one placed concemrieally inside [he other), cmpty 
and filled s(eei profiles \vith differem materials, dimensions and eross- sectional 
shapes (0 study the effects of differem rube and tiller arrangements 011 their crush11lg 
behayiour .. \lurnl1llUIll foam, produced by a powder metallurgical production 
ptoces~, was applied a~ tillcr matcrial. 'lhe test rcsults wnfinned that considerable 
mass efficiency improvcment;; \vi[h rcspect to encrgy ab~orption wuld be obtained, 
eyen if reduced stroke lengths, caused by the presence of foam, were takcn into 
account. rigure 2.30 shows progre~siye buckling, i.e. the sequential formation of 
adjacent local folJing pattem~ of the dlffcrent ~pecimens. Distinct differences were 
pointed out betwccn the diffcrcm cross-sectional shapes. Figure 2.1 1 shows typical 
defonned specimens tilled rubular cmsh elements \vith varying cross sectional shapes 
(square, hexagonal and octagonal). Hlrubal arrangcments, consisting of outer and 
mner profik~ with foam in between, \1.""lOre ~hown to be particularly efficient crush 
dellltllts, as long as global failure (Euler buckling) could be avoided. 
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Fi~ul-< 2.31 ; Sq ".cc. hcxai"".1 and "<t,,~onAl nwnotub,1 <I-u, h<d ,,,,,cim <n'l1 021_ 
Ku ~t aL [1 03] evaluated the effect of mtermittent weldment of cylindrical empty and 
foam-filled rubes on the energy absorbing behaYlOt under axial crushing. The \\'l:ld 
condition did not affe<.:t me buckling behaviour of the thin-v."a!led empty tubes 
showing both irregular diamond folding and regular concertina folding. However, the 
continuous rupture of the int~nnittendy tack-welded weldmcnt of cylindrical fuarn-
filled rube was found to improve the Cllergy-absorbing capability more than me fully 
welded one by increasing the load efficiency and decreasing me load amplitude while 
maintaining the mean crush load enC!gy absorption at a similar level Even if me 
buckling mode and folding length were me same, me energy-absorbing efficiency 
was changed by me variation of the welding pitch. 
The influence of high-densily foam or pin~ wood filler on dle. mod e of wllap 8 ~ of 
quasi-statically and dynamically crushl-"<1 square metal tubes was Investigated by 
Reddy and i\1-Hassani[104]. It ""<IS found that me pr~sence of filler reduc~d me 
wavelength of axially crushed squar~ metal tubes and different modes of collapse 
were encountered due to me anisotropy of wood. Thinner tubes buck1~J in Euler 
mode when load~J in the direction of me grain of me filling \\'Dod. 
Singace[10S] investigated the influenc~ of foam-like wood filler on the mode of 
collapse and energy absorption performance of polyvinylchl()rid~ (PVC) under quasi-
static loading conditions. The mode of collapse of axially crushed PVC tub~s was 
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mode at a ccrtain wood-filling densiry. The energy ab~orpl1on caraciey of thc PVC 
hlbe, ,vas cnhanced by wood compression a~ well a, by c.xtra stretching in the lube 
circumference due to ,hifring from mulu-lobe to axi-~ymmctric mode. The PVC 
IUOC, 'sere vi,co-e!a,lic in !utllIe and hence would reCl.J'·er some of theIr length 
"vhen unloaded_ This i, clearly exhibited 1O the cavitics shown m Figurc 2.32 a~ a 
result. of recovery after wme time from unloading. 
~igurc 2.32 : Pho{ogropb, of,~di<m~1 rmn! .nd ba<k view, of <ru.h~d PVC t\lb~, fillffi with mi,~d 
wo"d ,awtlu,\ 11051. 
Zbao C( al[W6-108] ha\c aha carried all! studies on filled hlbes_ The Jat.tcr 
performed qua>l-qatic te,(s on concrete iilled doublc-skin mbcs with Jifferem 
configura lion" namely square hlbcs a~ both mncr and omer, circular tubes as both 
inner and outer ,md circular lube a, outer hlbe '\vith an lOner oquare mbe. It wa~ 
found rhat there i, an lnctease lo ductility for concrete filled dOllblcskin rubes in 
comptession ,vhcn <.:ompared to empey single skin rube,. The malO concluSlons 
drawn from the,e srudie, that concretc filling cnhance, ,rrcngth. ductility and energy 
absorption of thc hollow rube, particularly for h'ghcr diameter-to-Illlck:ne~s tatio 
(D,/H) ratios. 1111S is due to UJlliinement of the core concrete and restnllmng the 
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2.1.4.8 Wrapped tubes 
The axial crushing behaviour of wrapped hibe~ hal' abo be<:n examined. Previous 
work on the axial crushing of fibre-rdnforced-plastic composite tubes has indicated 
that significant specific enetgy absorption can be obtained from these materials. 
Under some circumstances this specific energy excccds the oncs that can be obtained 
from metal tubing, Refs rI09-116]. As stated by Schmucser and Wicklie[l17], the 
goyeming mechanism is extensive micro-cracking development (not plastic 
deformation), which may be easily controlled depending on many pammeters, such 
as fibre orientatiOl1., properties of the constiruent materials (matrix and f1bres), 
geumetrical dimensions of the tube and stnrin rate. The use of the composite to 
guide and constrain the tube deformation in a favourable manner fot diSS1pating 
energy were first considered by Wang d antI B] Steel tubes wrnpped by fibre-
reinforced-plastic composite were crushed under static conditions. It was shown that 
the energy absorption capacity increased v,.ith the thickness of the composite and 
decreased with the reinforcement angle. Hanefi and Werzbiclcir119J c-'l:tended the 
work by Wang d al[1I8] b)' deYeioping a simplified analytical model for the Static 
compression of metal tubes externally wrapped \\1.th composite by 90<> winding angle 
(the angle bet\veen the axis of the rube and the tangential direction uf winding fibre). 
Song d al[120] extended the studies carried out by Hanefi and Wierzbicki[119J to 
include impact loading, assessing the axial impact crushing behaviour and energy 
absorption effiCIency. of glass/epoxy composite externally wmpped circular metal 
tubes. The inner rube was made from different metals; aluminium LD2Y, Steel 20# 
and Copper I 16B for typical plastic behaviour and aluminium LY12 and LY12CZ for 
brittle behaviour. The axial crushing performances were very different for the brittle 
metal and the plastic metal tube. Figure 2.33 shows the typical collapse modes of 
bare brittle metal and plastic mew tubes. Fragmentation and petailing occurs in 
brittle rubes, as shown in Figure 2.33(a), whereas ductile folding occurs In plastic 
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Figurc 2.33 : Typkal collapse modes of b~ .. brittle met~1 ~nd pl~sti< met.1 tu~ [120[ 
(a) fragmcutatiou mode of a brittle ruet~l t~~; (b) <on<ertin~ ( .. bymmetrk) mode or ~ pl"Uc me .. 1 
rube; (0) diamoud (asymmetric) mode of. pl"ti< motal tu~ 
Ihluchct ~t aL 1121, 1221 conducted experiments [0 smdy both the nushing behaviour 
and ilie adhesion of multi-material 6ttucmrt~ under dynamlc compre6~1011 
conditions. Multi-matetlal ~trunure6 'were obt"41ncd by wrapping a carbon/epoxy 
compo6ite around tbe outside of an aluminium alloy circular mGe. Prior to bonding, 
differtl1t 6urface trealments (i.e. chemicals etching, anodizing and degreasing) were 
used in ordcr w improve the adhesion benwen tht composIte a1,d the aluminium 
[uGc. Two geometries of alU1lllnlum alloy tube~, allow1ng a ~table nu~hil1g mode, 
were tested. The ~pecifi<., tnergy ab,orpnon value, obtamed suggest iliat the 
il1tluence of ~urface treatments of multi-material strucrures was nor a sign.i.iican[ 
contribution. For the thinner aluminimn alloy tu~, ,vith or wlthout the fibrt-
reinforced pla6tiC compo~ltt~~, a diamOl:d mode is ob,erved irrespective of the 
,urface treatments. The mode chal1gtd ftorn a nl11certlna mode (obt'lined with the 
thicker aluminium mbc wnhout reinforcement) to a diamond mode for the 
reinforced tubt6, irre6pective of the surface rreannent,. As the crushmg mode 
changed, the reinforcement applied onto (he alumillium tu~ denea~ed the enngy 
absorbing capacit1e~ of the 6ttuctures. On ilie oilier hand, the remforcemem applied 
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Sl,in d ai.[1231 alw invtsligat.ed the energy abwrptiol1 capability of a"iJ.l crushed 
square alUnllnum/GJ:-'RP hybrid tubes, Glaso fibre-epoxy compositt prcprcgs wctc 
'Wcapped aroUlld an alummum tub" and cured complc[cly in the autoclave. Rondil1g 
ben,'cen cOmpOS!I£ and aluminum rubes wa, performed by excess reoin extracted 
fwm the compooite tube dutlng curing process. The hybtid mbc v.1th the \)(l0 -ply 
onenl,llion composite tube showed the best energy aboorption capability among all 
kinds of hybrid mbc" Dunn;.; defotmatlon of the aluminum tube, the composite 
matcnal pre\'ented the alummum tube from foliling The failure of the hybtid rube 
'was ~table and pn"'brresSlvt without any trigger mechanism because the inner 
aluminium rube eatlld play the tole of crack lnltiator and controller. Figurt 2,34 
ohuwo photographs of deformation shapu obtained from the axial crush te,t of the 
hybrid mix "'Tapped by the compo~ite matenal ,mth Imm t1l1ckne~~, 
,) .;~::::;;o;';:":":):~':'.::"~~,,:o:';'":i"::le l .. be, (b) <){I'-ply onelll.tion eOlOJlOS;le 1Ui:>r, 
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In summary, results of past s t udies have shown that tubular StruCtures have 
the ability to undergo axial crush respofl&e. CoUapse initiators in combination 
whh end constraintS t':\n be used to obtain a particular axial crush mode or 
modify certain crush characteristics. II can be: conduded from eKistingstudies 
that the response of thin-walled extrusion~ to a.-dal impa!,;t depends on the 
foJJo\\;n g: 
,. Geomell')': cross-se!,;uon, kngth, width and thickne~s of the member. 
• Material properties; el;Islicily rnoduJus, yield Stre.l!i and suain 
hardening. 
• Imp act velocity: strain rate and inertia effects. 
• Boundary condirions: damped, pinned or free. 
• Imperfections: amplitude, shape arId locations. 
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2.2 Theoretical analysis 
TIlcorclical model, of thc response of DJbe;; under a"ial loads far outnumber 
experimental studies, Simple dos~d-form solutions cal1 oftel1 pmndc a rapid and 
sufficiently a\Tutare estimate of, for e"ampl~, nUehing dH}11lCC anu mcan crushing 
load, 'Ihe nUSlllng behanour of th;n-wallcu ,quare tubcs, becausc of thc gCOlllCIIy, is 
more complicated than in the ca,e of cylindrical tubes, 'j'he details of tile al1alysis are 
more compk', as anticipated from th~ pl,otograph of axially crushcu squarc LUbe 
,hown in Fig'lfc 2.3S. \':/icr"l>1ckl and Abramowic;.:1271 identified and developed two 
baSK collapse elemente, type T al1d type TT, sl,o,vn;l1 Pig-ure 2_16 
t-iguro 2.35: l,xi.II)' crushod 'quare luI>< ('ymllletrio orustling lIIodc) 
(ol 
, 
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These basic collapse elements are used to examine and study both the static and 
dynamic progressive buckling of square tubes with a mean width C and a mean 
thickness H. Using these two basic collapse elements, the four possible progressive 
buckling collapse modes, described in section 2.1.1.2, are constructed. The different 
modes are created from these elements by either having one layer with four of these 
elements, or two layers with eight elements in the analysis. 
The symmetric crushing mode as shown in Figure 2.35 is idealised with four basic 
type I collapse elements for each layer of lobes. This crushing mode is predicted to 
form in thin square tubes with width to thickness ratio greater than 40.8 (C/H > 
40.8)[28]. In the extensional mode of crushing, each layer of lobes is idealised with 
four basic type II collapse elements. This type of progressive buckling (shown in 
Figure 2.35) is predicted in thick square tubes with width to wall thickness ratio less 
than 7.5 (C/H < 40.8) [28]. 
The asymmetric mixed collapse mode B-type progressive buckling is idealised as two 
adjacent layers of lobes with seven of the basic collapse type I elements and one of 
the basic collapse type II element. This type of progressive buckling is predicted to 
develop within the range 7.5 ~ C/H ~ 40.8[28]. The difference between the 
,theoretical buckling forces associated with symmetric or asymmetric B mode of 
failure is small. Therefore, either mode of failure may develop in a square tube with 
slight imperfections. The asymmetric mixed collapse mode A-type progressive 
buckling is idealised as two nearby layers of lobes with six basic collapse type I 
elements and two type II basic collapse elements. The other possible mode of failure 
is extensional crushing mode. The latter has a slightly higher collapse force than the 
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2.2.1 Buckling load 
2.2.1.1 The mean static buckling load 
The mean buckling load is very important from an energy absorption viewpoint. It is 
used to approximate the total energy that a tube would absorb if the whole length of 
the tube is completely crushed. Empirical relations were initially developed for use as 
design tools[5, 6]. More rigorous analyses were later performed to predict the actual 
mean loads by Abramowicz et al[7-9, 124, 125]. 
Traditionally, in analytical predictions of mean crushing load, it is assumed that one 
lobe forms completely before any buckling begins in the next lobe[7-9, 27, 68]. This 
assumption has been recently modified by Wierzbicki et al[124] to consist of a 
double folding wave being the active crumpling zone at any instant. The mean force 
is then calculated by equating the external work done by a nominal force acting over 
the crushing distance to the internal energy dissipated due to plastic bendifig and 
extension. 
Symmetric mode 
Abramowicz and Jones[7] idealised the symmetric collapse mode for a square tube 
with thickness H with four type I elements which form one complete layer of lobes. 
The internal energy consumed by the four basic collapse elements is equated to the 
external work by the mean axial crushing force. The internal energy is then minimise 
with respect to b (radius of toroidal shell element) and I (half initial distance between 
plastic hinges at top and bottom of a basic folding element) to express the mean 
static crushing load (pm) as: 
1 
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and (2.3) 
where (2.4) 
Asymmetric mixed collapse mode A 
Abramowicz and Jones [7] also idealised the asymmetric mixed defonnation mode A 
with two layers of a total initial height 41 and six type I and two type II basic folding 
elements. Thus, equating the internal energy absorption (6E1 + 2E2) to the external 
work (P m4~ gives the mean static crushing load (pm) as: 
p (c)i (C)~ 1C -2L=33.05 - +2.44 - +-
Mo H H 2 
(2.5) 
with I (C)~ H =0.78 H (2.6) 
and (2.7) 
Assuming I and b are the same for the symmetric and asymmetric layers present in 
the deformation mode. 
Asymmetric mixed collapse mode B 
The asymmetric mixed deformation mode B, according to Abramowicz and Jones [7] , 
consists of two layers with a total initial height of 41 and seven type I and one type II 
basic collapse elements. Thus, equating the internal energy absorption (7E1 + E2) to 
the external work (P m4~ gives the mean crushing load (pm) as: 
P ( C )i ( C )i 1C -2L=35.34 - +1.35 - +-
Mo H H 4 
(2.8) 
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Extensional collapse mode 
Abramowicz and Jones [7] assumed that the extensional collapse mode consisted of 
one layer with four type II basic collapse elements. Thus, equating the internal energy 
(4E2) to the external work (fm2~, gives the mean crushing load (fm) as: 




2.2.1.2 Effective crushing distance 
It can be seen from Figure 2.35 that the lobes do not flatten completely during 
crushing as is idealised in the theoretical analysis leading up to equation 2.1. 
Abramowicz and Jones [7] showed that the effective crushing distance for symmetric 




and for both asymmetric mixed collapse modes and the extensional mode is given 
by: 
Thus assuming, 
Oe = 0.77 
21 
PmOj = Pm 21 
U sing equations 2.1 and 2.13, a dimensionless mean crushing load of 
I 
Pm = 52.22(.f)3 
M() H 
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Similarly assuming, 
(2.17) 
and equating 2.5, 2.8, 2.11, and 2.14, dimensionless mean crushing loads of 
p (c)i (C)~ ~o =42.92 H +3.17 H +2.04 (2.18) 
and :7, =45.90(~)i +1.75(~)~ +1.02 (2.19) 
are obtained for the asymmetric mixed collapse mode A and B respectively, and 
Pm = 32.64(~)~ +8.16 
Mo H 
(2.20) 
for a square tube with an extensional collapse mode. 
2.2.1.3 The mean dynamic buckling load 
The dynamic progressive buckling of square tubes is idealised as a quasi-static 
response. In consequence, the equations 2.16, 2.18 and 2.19 predict the dynamic axial 
crushing force of a thin-walled square tube made from strain rate insensitive material. 
Cowper and Symonds[126] suggested a urn-axial constitutive equation relating the 
dynamic flow stress to the strain rate and the static flow stress as follows: 
(2.21) 
where O"~ : Dynamic yield stress; O'y : Static yield stress; 8 : Strain rate; 
80 and 11 are material constants. 80 = 40.4 S-l and 11 = 5 are common, 
well-known and used values for mild steel[44]. 
It is interesting to note that when 8 = 80 , regardless of the value of 11, O"~ = 20'y. 
Thus, for mild steel, the dynamic flow stress is double the static yield stress at a strain 
rate of 40.4s-1• In the case of aluminium, a strain rate of 6500s-1 is needed to double 
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F or dynamic axial crushing of square tubes, the equations in section 2.2.1.1 for static 
crushing need to be modified. 
Given the fact that (j = F , and the cross sectional area is assumed to be constant 
A 
during progressive buckling, the mean dynamic crushing load can be related to the 
mean static crushing load by the following: 
(2.22) 
Equation 2.16 thus becomes 
(2.23) 
for symmetric mode of progressive buckling. It is difficult to predict the strain rate, 
t , in a square tube because of its complex deformation patterns when the tube 
undergoes progressive buckling. Abramowicz and Jones[7] derived the following 
expression for the average strain rate in square tubes as: 
(2.24) 
where: mean velocity, Vm = ~, v: impact velocity of striking mass; 
Ot: effective crushing distance; hi: radius of toroidal shell element 
The rolling radius associated with the toroidal deformation surface varies during 
progressive crushing. While equations 2.3, 2.7, 2.10 give the mean rolling radius, the 
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For square tubes collapsing in the symmetric mode; 
The final rolling radius is given by: 
Mean strain rate becomes: 
& = 0.33 Va 
C 
And hence, mean dynamic crushing load: 
F or square tubes collapsing in the asymmetric mixed mode A 
The [mal rolling radius is given by: 
Mean strain rate becomes: 
&=0.49 Va 
C 
And hence, mean dynamic crushing load: 
F or square tubes collapsing in the asymmetric mixed mode B 
The final rolling radius is given by: 
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And hence, mean dynamic crushing load: 
2.2.1.4 Ultimate buckling load 
The ultimate buckling load for tubes failing by either static or dynamic progressive 
buckling is greater than the subsequent peak loads forming the subsequent lobes. 
The ultimate load is governed by elastic-plastic buckling and can be approximated by: 
(2.34) 
where 0'0: plastic flow stress; A : cross sectional area of the tube. 
Wierzbicki and Abramovicz[127] found that the flow stress, 0'0' could be 
approximated as 92% of the ultimate tensile stress. Surko[56] used the von Karman 




where a is a material constant defined by: 
rc 2E a 2 = __ -,:-_ 
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2.2.2 Energy absorption of the structures 
The impact-energy performance of tubular sections can be specified in many ways to 
accommodate its wide range of applications. The total energy absorbed by the 
structure through elastic and plastic work calculated as work done is given by 
equation 2.37. 
6 
Eabsorbed == jF(u).du 
o 
(2.37) 
where F(u) is the crushing force as a function of crush distance in the axial direction 
This quantity is represented as the area under the axial force-displacement curve. 
Numerical integration using the trapezium scheme as presented in equation 2.38 can 
be used to calculate this absorbed energy based on the axial force-displacement 
curve. 
The resulting mean crushing load is therefore given by equation 2.39 




Many dimensionless collapse efficiency parameters have been introduced to compare 
the effectiveness of energy absorbers of different shapes, sizes and materials [44, 97]. 
Some of these parameters are also defined by Mahmood and Paluzsny (cited by [70]). 
2.2.2.1 Geometric e{{iciency, eG 
The geometric efficiency, eG (cited by [70]), also referred to as stroke efficiency, is a 
measure of how well the absorber is compressed and is given by equation 2.40 as the 
ratio of crushed distance to original length. The geometric efficiency parameter is, 
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2.2.2.2 Load efficiency, eL 
The load efficiency, eL (cited by [70]), also referred to as force efficiency, is given by 
equation 2.41. It is a measure of load fluctuations that occur during the crushing of 
the structure. 
p 
e __ m_ L-
PMAX 
(2.41) 
2.2.2.3 Energy efficiency, eE 
A more comprehensive collapse efficiency parameter is the energy efficiency, eE 
(cited by [70]), which is defined as the ratio of energy absorbed to the theoretical 
maximum energy that can be absorbed. It is equivalent to the load efficiency and is 
given by equation 2.42. 
(2.42) 
2.2.2.4 Specific energy, Se 
Another measure of efficiency is the specific energy, Se [44], which is defined as the 
energy absorbed per unit mass. This useful parameter provides a method of 
companng energy absorbing structures with different masses and is given by 
equation 2.43. 




For a thin-walled tube with a square cross-section, equation 2.43 can be re-written to 
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2.3 Computational predictions 
In spite of the numerous studies on both the static and dynamic response of tubes, 
according to Karagiozova and Jones[128], there has been no clear classification on 
the influence of various parameters, such as geometries, loading conditions and 
material properties, which cause the development of different dynamic buckling 
phenomena. Finite Element analysis has been widely applied to analyse the crushing 
of tubes, enabling parameters and boundary conditions which are not accessible 
experimentally or analytically to be investigated. Consequently, this numerical tool 
has become an ideal instrument to gain a better understanding of the failure 
mechanism of the extrusions under compressive loading conditions. 
The different shell response characteristics, such as peak load, fold length, axial 
compression and energy absorption have been studied using the numerous finite 
element techniques available. A few examples of the different Finite element codes 
used to investigate these characteristics include the work of Langseth et af.[54, 129], 
Otubushin[130] and Marsolek and Reimerdes[131] who used LS-DYNA. Abah et 
af.[57] and Markiewicz[132] used PAM-CRASH. Miyazaki et af.[133] used the Finite 
Element package, MARC K6.2. Nannucci et af.[36] and Karagiozova et af.[134-137] 
used ABAQUS. In most of the studies, an explicit integration scheme was used. 4-
noded shell elements with reduced integration, multiple integration points through 
the thickness of the element and hourglass control were used. 
Mamalis et aL[138], however, used an "implicit" finite element code, MARC, to 
simulate the crush behaviour of cylindrical thin-wall composite tubes under static and 
dynamic axial compression, in accordance with the progressive mechanism of failure. 
The predicted numerical results were validated by comparing with actual 
experimental data obtained from quasi-static and impact tests conducted in a tensile 
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Tubular structures, irrespective of cross-sections, can absorb a considerable 
proportion of the initial kinetic energy during the initial phase of axial compression. 
The numerical simulation of the tube response in Karagiozova et al. [48] revealed that 
a high peak load developed when a shell was subjected to high-velocity impacts. Such 
a peak load was also observed experimentally. However a limited number of results 
were available because of measurement difficulties[21]. Usually, the experimental data 
was filtered at relatively low frequencies, which caused a delay in the first peak load at 
the beginning of the impact event. The filtered data could also affect the magnitude 
of the peak force. 
A study of the peak load was reported by Kurokawa et al.[139] who compared 
experimental data with a numerical simulation for a high-velocity mass impact of a 
cylindrical shell. It was suggested that a urn-axial stress state developed in the shell at 
the beginning of impact due to the restraint of radial inertia effects that were 
associated with high velocity impacts. However, an unrealistic time of 0.5 f.1s for the 
development and duration of the peak load was reported. It was found in 
Karagiozova et al.[48], that the peak loads acted during a time of about 6sJ..I.s, which 
was comparable with the time necessary to develop a single wrinkle in a shell. 
While most analyses were concerned mainly with the variation of the shell geometry 
and the loading conditions a few studies have examined the influence of material 
properties on the dynamic shell response according to Reid[140]. The influence of 
the material models, with respect to temperature effects at high strain rates, on the 
prediction of the response of aluminium alloy circular and square tubes was 
discussed by Karagiozova et al [141]. The analysis showed that the material properties 
played an important role in the formation of the buckling pattern due to the finite 
duration of the initial compression phase when plastic stress waves propagated along 
a shell at different speeds. However, the temperature effect did not appear to affect 
the energy absorbing characteristics of the shell, but nevertheless could cause a local 
tearing of a wrinkle due to the hugely localised plastic strains. Figure 2.37 shows 
